
Berkeley Math Circle
Geometry of Circles – Ivan Matić

Theorem. Let M andN be the midpoints of the sidesAB andAC of the triangleABC. ThenMN‖BC and
MN = BC/2.

Exercise 1. Let ABCD be a quadrilateral and letM andN be the midpoints of the segmentsAB andCD

respectively. Prove that
−−→
BC +

−−→
AD = 2

−−→
MN .

Exercise 2. Consider the picture on the left.△ABC
is an arbitrary triangle andN is the intersection point
of the bisector of the angleBAC and biserctor of the
segmentBC. Denote byX andY feet of perpendicu-
lars fromN to AB andAC. We have thatNX = NY
because each point on the bisector of angle∠BAC is
on equal distance from the rays of those angles. Also,
NB = NC since each point on the bisector of the seg-
mentBC is on equal distance from the endpoints of
the segment. Since∠NXB = ∠NY C we conclude
that△BXN ∼= △CY N implying thatXB = Y C.
Similarly, (using that∠XAN = ∠Y AN) we get that
△AXN ∼= △AY N implying thatAX = AY , hence
AB = AX − BX = AY − Y C = AC and we
concluded thatAB = AC. Similarly, we prove that
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AB = BC and the conclusion is thatevery triangle is equilateral. Hence every angle is equal to the angle of
60

◦, particularly61
◦

= 60
◦. Subtracting number60

◦ from both sides we get that1
◦

= 0
◦, or 1 = 0.

Exercise 3. LetABCD be a rectangle andE the foot of perpendicular fromB to AC. If F andG are midpoints
of CD andAE, respectively, prove that∡BGF = 90

◦.

Exercise 4. LetABC be a triangle, and letP be a point inside it such that∡PAC = ∡PBC. The perpendic-
ulars fromP to BC andCA meet these lines atL andM , respectively, andD is the midpoint ofAB. Prove
thatDL = DM .

Exercise 5. The circle with centerO touches the linesAB andAC at pointsB andP . Let H be the foot of
perpendicular fromO to BC and letT be the intersection point ofOH andBP . Prove thatAT bisects the
segmentBC.

Exercise 6. LetA1, B1 andC1 be the points of tangency of the inscribed circle with the sidesBC, CA andAB
of the triangleABC. If the angles of△ABC areα, β andγ, calculate the angles of△A1B1C1.

Exercise 7. Given an isosceles rectangular triangleABC (∡BAC = 90◦), let E andF be two points onAB
andAC such thatAE = AF . Perpendicular fromE to BF meetsBC atP and perpendicular fromA to BF
meetsBC atQ. Prove thatPQ = QC.
Hint. Denote byK andL the feet of perpendiculars fromE andC to BF . Look very carefully at the triangles
AKB andALC. After you conclude something amazing, give some attentionto the triangleAKL and to the
quadrilateralPCLK.

Exercise 8. A circle with centerO passes through pointsA andC and intersects the sidesAB andBC of the
triangleABC at pointsK andN , respectively. The circumscribed circles of the trianglesABC andKBN
intersect at two distinct pointsB andM . Prove that∡OMB = 90◦.
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